
Product Comparison:
A Revolutionary Approach to
Wildlife Emergency Response



What would you do if you encountered
a wild animal in need of your help?



In most cases, it doesn’t help to call the 
emergency number we all know by heart.

911?



If you’re near a computer, you might 
search online or visit an animal advocacy 
website.



If you’re on the road, though,
what will you do?



But let’s keep it simple. Let’s say you can 
access a computer and get online. The 
odds are pretty good you’ll end up looking 
at a list such as this:



That seems helpful, but… hold on a sec.



Several states don’t even have online 
rehabilitator licensee lists. 



Some online licensee lists are missing key 
information – even phone numbers!



Many online licensee lists are out of date. 



And other problems abound. Does
North Carolina really have 350 wildlife 
rehabilitators, as its website indicates?

Nope. The number of practicing NC wildlife 
rehabilitators is probably less than 100.



Some online lists provide results by 
county and not by distance.

So the help you need could be right 
behind you, but you don’t even know it.



Much of the country’s online state 
rehabilitator licensee lists are outdated 
or incomplete, or they simply don’t exist.



Bottom Line:
Those online lists just don’t cut it.



Animal Help Now, on the other 
hand, is:

• Comprehensive
• Current
• Distance based



And…

• Time specific
• Multi-platform (website, apps)
• Works anywhere – even on

the road!



But wait – there’s more!

In addition to listing wildlife 
rehabilitators, Animal Help Now 
also provides contact information 
for these helpers:
• Wildlife Rescues
• Wildlife Hotlines
• Veterinarians Who Treat Wildlife
• Humane Wildlife Control 

Operators



Animal Help Now offers helpers
such as wildlife rehabilitators a 
whole new level of support.

• Helpers have complete control 
over their listings, including the 
ability to temporarily conceal
them from public view

• Wildlife emergency professionals, 
veterinarians, and law 
enforcement dispatch can use 
AHNow as a referral tool



Animal Help Now also attacks problems at 
their roots, for instance by educating the 
public about mitigating threats to wildlife.



So when we say Animal Help Now is

        revolutionary
                       we’re not exaggerating.



Animal Help Now’s Vision

A world in which people 
• are educated about wildlife 
emergencies and empowered to 
effectively help orphaned, injured 
and distressed wild animals

• are familiar with the threats facing 
wildlife and act to minimize those 
threats

• understand and duly value wildlife 
emergency services



Thank you for your time!
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